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1. INTROIKCTION 
In this paper we investigate the existence of solutions for the Dirichlct 
problem 
Lu = f(X, u), in 52 (1) 
a4r/a,s = 0 (j = 0, I,..., m -- I), on an, 12) 
where D is a bounded domain in R N, a/& is the derivative in the direction 
of the outward normal to the boundary ij!S of Q, and I; is a symmetric uniformly 
strongly elliptic operator of order 2~2, m > 1. The main point here is a successful 
treatment of casts when thcrc is a fast growth off as u -+ &co, as well as a 
certain interaction off with the spectrum of L, giving rise to resonance. In 
two previous papers, [l, 21, the first named author has considered problems 
of the type studied here, but he has essentially been able to treat the case when 
fgrow-s linearly as u + $ co. When m = 1, results similar to the ones presented 
here have been obtained by Kazdan and W’arner [3], using completely different 
techniques. We emphasize that the method used in [3] cannot he extended to 
treat higher order equations, since it is based on maximum principles oniy 
available for second-order elliptic equations. We establish the existence of 
generalized solutions only; very little is known about regularity for higher 
order equations, cf. [16]. 
A very crucial role will be played here by the limits K-(X) and k+(x) defined by 
L(X) = lim sup e , 
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which, in the situations considered below, will take values in R u (-00). 
If both K- and k, are strictly less than the first eigenvalue X, of L we have 
nonresonant problems, and the novelty seen in the present work is the possibility 
of treating cases when either or both K- and k, are equal to -co on sets of 
positive measure. We remark that, since f is not assumed to be decreasing, 
a direct use of the monotone operator theory in the sense of Browder-Minty 
is precluded. See Theorem 1 below. We remark also that the results of the 
second named author [4, 51 on elliptic problems in Orlicz-Sobolev spaces 
do not apply here; indeed the main point in those results was the introduction 
of rapidly (or slowly) increasing nonlinearities in the upper order terms. 
If either K- or K, equals hi on some set of positive measure, resonance arises. 
In Section 4 we treat such problems even when the other K- or K, equals -co 
on sets of positive measure. Consequently our Theorem 4 extends the results 
of [2]. An anouncement of the results presented here appeared in [6]. After 
the completion of this paper we have been informed that a result related to 
our Theorem 4 has been obtained by Brezis-Nirenberg [16] using different 
techniques. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
Let Q be a bounded open subset of UP, and 
be a differential operator acting on real-valued functions U(X) defined in Q, 
satisfying the following conditions. 
(L-l) L is uniformly elliptic, that is, there is a constant c,, > 0 such that 
for all x E 9, and all [ E RN (1 5 I2 = [I;” + ... + tN2). 
(L-2) The coefficients a,, are real-valued functions in L”(Q) and the higher 
order coefficients aWs, j 01 1 = 1 /3 1 = m, are uniformly continuous functions 
in Q. 
(L-3) L is symmetric, that is, (L+, t,h)o = (#,L#)o , for all +,zj E COW(Q). 
( , ). denotes L2-inner product. Under assumptions (L-l) and (L-2) we have 
Girding’s inequality: there are real constants c > 0 and c’ such that: 
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where a[., .] is the so-called Dirichlet bilinear form associated to L 
and jj . jinl is the Sobolev norm 
Let us denote by H$“(Q), or simply H$z, the completion of C,x(Q) with 
respect to the jl . Jj,,-norm. In particular, Ha”(.Q) = L2(Q). It is easy to see that 
HGez is a Hilbert space under the following inner product 
The generalized Dirichlet problem for L is defined as follows. “Given 
g EL”(Q), find u E HiTn(.C?) such that a[u, $1 = (g, $)0 ) for all 4 E C,,-j(Q).” 
We see that such a u is a solution of Lu = g in the distribution sense. 
A real number h is an eigenvalue for L if there is a nonzero distribution 
solution, u E Hi”“, of Lu = k. From now on we also assume (L-3). -4s a con- 
sequence of Girding’s inequality, Lax-Milgran lemma, the Riesz-Schauder 
theory of linear compact operators, and the theory of symmetric compact 
operators in Hilbert spaces, we have the following conclusions. L has a sequence 
of (real) eigenvalues A, < A, < ..., with &, -r &co, whose corresponding 
eigenspaces are finite-dimensional subspaces of H;". For each g EL”, the 
equation Lu = g has one and only one distribution solution u E Hiif’, provided 
0 is not an eigenvalue of L. Moreover we have the following inequality 
a[% 4 3 A, I/ I‘ II,” 7 11 E HOR1. w 
Details and proofs of most of the forementioned results can be seen. in 
Friedman [7]. 
The nonlinearity is a function f: Q x 58 -+ R which is always assumed to 
satisfy 
(f-l) Caratheodory’s conditions, that is, for each fixed s E R, the function 
x -tf(x, s) is measurable, and for almost all x E Q fixed, the function s +f(x, s) 
is continuous. 
(f-2) For each r > 0, there is a function CI,. EL”(Q) such that I f(x, s)I < 
a,.(r), for all x E Q and all 1 s / < F. 
The point of assumption (f-l) is to obtain f(x, U(X)) as a measurable function 
of x, provided u is. Assumption (f-2) is to prevent certain wild behaviors of J 
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with respect to X. For example, we do not want functions like f(~, s) = SX-1, 
when Q = (0, 1). Observe that (f-2) is not a restriction whatsoever to the 
growth off as 1 s / -+ co; it is trivially satisfied when f does not depend on 3~: 
f (x9 4 = f w* 
As we remarked in the Introduction an important role is played by the 
positioning of the two limits defined in (3) with respect to the eigenvalues of L. 
Nonresonant problems are those where K- and k, are away of the eigen- 
values. In [l] it is considered the case when 
I f (4 4 - As I < Y I s I + &) (*) 
where b(x) EL”(Q), h, < X < h,,, , 0 < y < min(h - X, , X,,, - h), and 
ha 2 L,, are two consecutive eigenvalues of L. The above inequality implies, 
the following two inequalities: 
or 
L < 7n. < l- 9 L d %+1 < ~,,l (***) 
where Z+ is defined as k* , with lim sup replaced by lim inf. In this paper the 
nonresonant problem corresponds to the following assumption: 
(f-3) uniformly in s, 
where X, is the first eigenvalue of L. This assumption does not imply that f 
has a linear growth as s + &UJ. By (f-3) we mean more precisely that there 
is an 7, with 71~ < 7 < h, , an s0 > 0 and 0 < /3(x) ELM such that 
which is equivalent to the two relations below 
and 
f@, s) < 7s + P(4, XEl2, S>$, (6) 
f (.x’, s> 3 7s - m>, XEQ s < -so. (7) 
So the growth off as s --f + rx) is bounded above by a iinear function, but 
it is unrestricted from below. A similar statement can be made for the growth 
off ass+ --Co. 
In the next section we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Asswne (L-l), (L-2), (L-3), (f-l), (f-2), and (f-3). Then there 
exists u E HO’“, .with f (x, u(x)) E Ll(Q) and f (x, u(x)) a(x) E U(Q) which is a 
distribution solution of Lu = f (x, u). 
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Remurk. Assumptions (f-2) and (f-3) do not imply that the Niemytskii 
operator F: u -tf(~, U) maps L2(Q) into itself. This causes a problem when, 
following Dolph [8] and [l], one tries to use the theory of (nonlinear) compact 
operators to solve a Hammerstein equation of the form u = Al%, which is 
equivalent to the Dirichlet problem for Lu = f(~, u), with A essentially equal 
to L-l. To overcome this difficulty we will approximate F by Niemytskii maps 
which are well defined in L2. 
Resonance arises when either k, , k- , I+ , or L are equal to eigenvalues 
on sets of positive measure, or when a crossing of eigenvalues occurs, such as 
K- < h, < K+ . These problems are much more difficult, and they are not yet 
completely understood. The case L = K- = I+ = k, = X, has been treated 
by several authors, [9, 10, 11, 11, and others. Again this implies a linear growth 
of f as s + &co. For a recent survey on problems of this sort we mention 
Fucik [12]. The crossing of the first eigenvalue has been studied by Ambrosetti 
and Prodi [13]. In the present paper the resonant problem considered corre- 
sponds to the assumption 
(f-4) IL, k, < 4, uniformly in X, 
with either k- or k, , or both, being equal to hi on sets of positive measure. 
The possibility of also having k+ or K- equal to -XI somewhere is not excluded. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Observe initially that we can without loss of generality assume that X, > 0. 
Indeed, equation Lu = f(x, u) is equivalent to L,u = fi(x, u), where L,u = 
Lu f h~k and ji(;(x, U) = f(~, ZJ) + hu. If X is sufficiently large the first eigenvalue 
A1 + h of L, is positive, and the functionf, satisfies the hypotheses (f-l), (f-2), 
and (f-3) with respect to L, . The number Q of condition (f-3) will accordingly 
also be assumed >O. 
We shall use the following lemma which is a special case of Theorem 1. 
LEMMX 1. Assume (L-l), (L-2), (L-3), (f-l), and’ (f-3). Moreover suppose 
that f has a linear growth, that is, there is a constant a > 0 and an L2[Q)-function 
b(x) such that j f(x, s)f < a 1 s j + b(x), for all x E 8 and all s E R. Then there 
is a distribution solution u E H,m of Lu = f (x, zc). 
This lemma has been proved in [2] when P(X) = 0 using Leray-Schauder 
fixed point theorem; the proof given there carries over immediately to the 
present situation. To prove the general case we approximate f by functions fn 
which have a linear growth. For each positive integer n define 
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It follows readily that 
fn, satisfies Caratheodory’s conditions, (fw 
fn(x, s)/s < 7 + /3(x)/i s 1, for all x E 1;2, and all j s 1 > s,, , @ii) 
f,(x, s) has a linear growth, or even better it is bounded by an 
L2-function. For, in view of (f-2), one has 1 fn(x, s)I < a,(s), for all 
xE~andallsE[W. (8iii) 
So Lemma 1 implies the existence of a distribution solution u, E H,” of Lu, = 
fn(x, u,). It is also obtained that fn(x, un(x)) ELM. 
LEMMA 2. The following estimates hold true 
where K, K’, and K” are constants independent of n. 
Proof. Using (4) we have 
Al II u, Iii < ab, , 4 = ,fi& dh s 
and using (5) and (f-2) 
(12) 
d so II %o/lo I Q Fe + 17 II f&h IIS + II B II0 II % II0 7 (13) 
where 1 n I denotes the Lebesgue measure of Q. Since A, > 7, inequalities 
(12) and (13) readily imply the estimates (9) and (10). Finally using Girding’s 
inequality and estimates (9) and (10) we obtain (11). Q.E.D. 
Estimate (11) allows us to assert, passing to subsequences if necessary, 
that there exists u E Ham such that u, --f u, weakly in Ho*“, that 11, -+ u, in La 
and that u, --+ U, a.e. in -0. Thus a[u, , $1 -+ a[u, 41 for all $ E C,@(G). So if we 
can prove that f (x, U(X)) E Ll(Q) and that fJ.v, uJx)) -+ f (x, U(X)) in L1, the 
existence of a distribution solution of LU = f(~, U) will be established. For 
that matter we first observe that fn(x, U,(X)) + f(x, U(X)), a.e. in Q. Indeed, 
let x E 9, be fixed, and take no such that I U,(X)/ < 1 u(x)1 + 1 for all n 3 no ; 
then for n > max(n, , 1 U(X)] + 1) we have fn(x, uJx)> = f (x, U(X)), in view 
of (8). Thus we have just to prove Lemma 3 below and then the result follows 
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from T’itali’s theorem, cf. Dunford-Schwartz [14, p. 1501. The proof of Lemma 3 
uses an idea of Strauss [15] and has been simplified after a suggestion of A. 
Damlamian. 
LEMMA 3. The functions gll(x) = fn(x, u,(x)) are equiabsolzctely integrable, 
that is, given E > 0 thme is S > 0 such that for every Q, C Q, with Lebesgue 
measure i Q, 1 < 6, one has sn, 1 g, 1 < E, fey all n. 
Before proving the above lemma, let us introduce a partition of R made up 
of the following sets 
A, = {x E Q: 1 l&y < so> 
B,n = {x E Q-2: i u,(x)\ > so ; u,(x) g,(x) 3 0) 
c, = {x E Q: 1 u,(x)1 3 so ; u,(x) g&t) < 01. 
and let us establish the estimates 
I j, I 
gnu, < Kl> 
0 < [ gnu, < K2 3 
“4 
0 < \ -gnu, < KS, 
- cn 
where Kl , K2 , and K3 are constants independent of 1;1. Estimate (14) is a direct 
consequence of (f-2), and, in fact, Kl can be taken as sa jj as0 /I0 j B /1/2, cf. (13). 
Estimate (15) follows directly from @ii), and, in fact, K2 can be taken as 
7K2 + K ij p I/,, , where K is the constant in (9). Finally, (16) follows from (lo}, 
(14), and (15), and K3 can be taken as 7K2 + s,, Ij as0 $, / 52 jlp + K I/ j3 /j,, + K’, 
where K’ is the constant in (10). 
Proof of Lemma 3. For the given E > 0, choose I’ > sa such that 
(l/l.)[7K” + so I! aso llo I Q F2 + K I/ PI/o + K'l < l 3 
and let 
A; = (x En : 1 u,(x)~ < r> 
B; = (x E Q : I u,(x)I > r, u,(x) g&> 2 0) 
c;, = (x E Q : 1 u,(x)\ 3 r, %d4 g&4 < 01. 
We break Q,, as the union (Sz, n A;) u (8, n B’,) u (Q, n Ci), and estimate 
the integral of I g, / over each one of these sets; it suffices to consider ?z 3 r. 
First, from (f-2) and (8) we have: 
8 
Next, using ( 
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and finally using (16) 
Now the proof will be complete by choosing S > 0 in. such a way that 
II 01~ llLqq < E and JR0 I g, I < c, n < r, for all I Q. I < 8. Q.E.D. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be completed by proving the final lemma. 
LEMMA 4. The function f (x, u(x)) u(x) is in Ll(Q). 
Proof. Let us denote by h+ and h-, respectively, the positive and negative 
parts of a function R(X), x E fi. Since f (x, u,)u, -+ f (x, zc)u, a.e. in J2, it f0lloWS 
that [f(~, ~GJ+ + [f(~, +I+, a.e. in 22, and similarly for the negative 
parts. Now 
which is uniformly bounded in view of estimates (14) and (15). Thus, by Fatou’s 
lemma 
On the other hand 
which is again uniformly bounded in view of estimates (14) and (16). Using 
Fatou’s lemma once more we get 
s sa Ilf (x, +- < cc), 
and Lemma 4 is proved. Q.E.D. 
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4. PROBLEMS WIHT RESONANCE 
As already mentioned, resonance in this paper corresponds to the foliowing 
situation 
lim sup f(X, < A, , uniformly in X, 
Is/+m s (f-4) 
with equality holding on subsets of Q with positive measure. By (f-4) we mean 
more precisely that, given E > 0, there is s,, > 0 and 0 < p(x) EL”(Q) such that 
(17) 
The idea for treating the Dirichlet problem (l)-(2) for functions satisfying 
(17) is to approximate Eq. (1) by nonresonant equations of the type 
LU f (l/n)~ = f (x, u), whereupon Theorem 1 applies. This is a kind of argu- 
ment originally used by Hess [ll]. We start with the following auxiliary result, 
THEOREM 2. ASSU~Z~ (L-l), (L-2), (L-3), (f-l}, (f-2), alad (f-4). Then the 
upproxinzatin,g equations 
1 
Lu, + - u 
n n =f(% d SKI 
hate distribution. solutions u, E H07’Z, with f (2, u,,) E L1 and f(r, u,)u, EL’. 
Moreover, eithe? 
0) ii un ‘!112 is bounded and then Lu = f (x, u) h as a distribution solution 
u E HO’” with f (x, u) E L1 and f (x, u)u E L1. 
01 
(ii) thee is a subsequence of /I u, jjnl , which we denote aIso by jj u, /jm. , goiq 
to + ocj. In this case, for a further subsequence, v, = u,/l/ U, [lm converges in 
HO” to a nOnzero A,-eigenfunctlon a of L, and the following inequality holds 
for 12. s-u&%ient~~~ large. 
Proof. 4s in the previous section we may assume A, > 0. The existence 
of solutions u,, of the approximating equations is a direct consequence of 
Theorem 1. Suppose now that I/ u, IjR1 is bounded. Then, going to subsequences 
if necessary, we conclude that there is u E HO” such that u, + u, weakly in 
If,““, strongly in L2, and a.e. in Q. So a[u, , #] + I/n(u, , a), + a[u, $] for ail 
4 E C’,,“(Q). In order to prove that u is a distribution solution of Lu L= f (x, z&) 
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we will show thatf(x, u) ELI and thatf(s, u,) +f(x, u) inL1. Sincef(x, un(x)) -+ 
f(x, u(x)) a.e. in KS’, it suffices to prove that the functions f(x, u,(x)) are equi- 
absolutely integrable and then use Vitali’s theorem. The procedure to be used 
here is completely analogous to the one in the previous section, and so we 
omit it. The proof that f(x, u)u ELM follows the same lines as the proof of 
Lemma 4. Finally the proof of the statements on part (ii) follows in a similar 
way that of Theorem 2 of [2], and again we omit it. Q.E.D. 
Now we proceed to give some applications of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Assume (L-l), (L-2), (L-3), (f-l), (f-2), and (f-4). Suppose 
also that for all nonzero eigenfunctions v of L corresponding to the eigenaalue A, , 
we have 
J 
. 
k+zP + 
J 
k-9 < A, II ‘LI \: , (20) 
a>0 v<o 
where k+ and k- are deJined in (3). Then there exists a distribution solutiorz u E Horn2 
of Lu = f (x, u), with f (x, u) ELI and f (x, u)u E L1. (Note that the integrals on 
the left side of (20) are well defined in [--CC), +a[.) 
Proof. If alternative (i) of Theorem 2 holds then the present theorem is 
proved. Alternatively if (ii) of Theorem 2 holds, we proceed as follows to get a 
contradiction. Inequality (19) gives 
for large n. So 
h, /I zj 11: < lim sup 
s nf (x, 4 II % IL1 % (21) 
and let us estimate the right side of (21). Introduce the following partition of Sz: 
R,L = {x E 51: / u,(x)l < so> 
lYn = {x E Q: v(x) > 0, 1 u,(x)l > so} 
2, = {x E Q: v(x) < 0, 1 u,(x)l > so] 
rv, = (x En: v(x) = 0, j u,(x)l > so>. 
Using (f-2) we have 
To estimate the integral over S, , let us denote by xla the characteristic function 
of the set S, . Observe that, since u,(x) = V,(X) I] u, Ilrn and v~(x) -+ V(X), 
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then u,(x) + -+ac, for x E Q such that V(X) > 0. So xn(x) + 1 and 
lim supf(x, un(x)) u,(x-r = k+(;‘c), for all x in the set {ZJ > 01. Applying these 
observations and Fatou’s lemma to the identity 
In a similar way we prove 
The integral over W, is estimated as follows: 
G (A, + e) s v=o VI2 + II %I I2 f P I vn I- 0. * n 
Consequently (21) gives 
A, [I v 11; < jD>, k+v2 + [ Id, 
d v<o 
yielding in this manner a contradiction to our assumption (20). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume (L-l), (L-2), (L-3), (f-l), (f-2), (f-4), and &at the 
solutions of Lu = h,u have the unique continuation property. That is, if u E H,‘*” 
is a distribution solution of Lu = &u, which vanishes on a subset of Q with positive 
measure, then u = 0. Suppose that there exists a subset J2’ of Q with positive 
measure, such that 
k+(x), k(x) < 4 , XELY. 
Then t?zere exists a distributiorz solution u E Horn of Lu = f (x, u), with f (x, U) EL’ 
and f (x5 u)u E L1. 
Proof. It suffices to show that under the above hypotheses condition (20) 
of Theorem 3 holds true. Suppose by contradiction that this is not the case, i.e., 
j v>o (k+ - A,) v2 + jw, (h- - A,) 9 > 0, 
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for some nonzero A,-eigenfunction V. Using the fact that (f-4) implies k, , 
k- < A, , in G, we conclude that k, = A, in v > 0 and k- = Al in v < 0. 
This together with the fact that the set {V = O] has measure zero, gives a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume (L-l), (L-2), (L-3), (f-l), (f-2), (f-4), and that there 
exists a subset l? of Q, z&h positizje measure, where k, < Al . Suppose also that 
(20) hold (only) for the nonxero A,-eigenfunctions v which me 60 on Q’. Then 
there exists a distribution solution u E Him of Lu = f (x, u), zuith f (x, u) and 
f (x, u)u in L1. 
Proof. It suffices to show that under the present hypotheses condition 
(20) of Theorem 3 holds true. Proceeding as in the proof of the previous 
corollary, we conclude that k+ = A, on v > 0 and k- = A, on a < 0. In view 
of our hypotheses it follows that V(X) < 0 on G’, and this leads to a contradiction 
with our assumption. Q.E.D. 
Of course an analogous result holds assuming the following hypothesis 
on k- , instead of k,: k- < Ai on some subset 52’ of G, with positive measure. 
Some Examples of A4pplication of Theorem 3 a&Its Corollaries 
(1) Suppose k, < A, on the whole of Gr; as a special case one could have 
k, = ----co. Then, by Corollary 2, a solution exists provided 
s k-i? < A1 II v It 52 (22) 
for all nonzero A,-eigenfunctions v < 0. 
(2) In many applications the function f(x, U) appears in the form 
k(x, u)u + h(x), where h(x) EL*(Q) and k satisfies Caratheodory’s conditions 
and a hypothesis like (f-2). S 0 a nontrivial example of application of Corollary 1, 
when A, = 0, would be in the case that k(x, u) = -(e” + 1)xs2r , where xa’ 
is the characteristic function of a subset ,G’ of a with 0 < 1 G’ 1 < 1 B 1. 
Indeed, k+(x) = - 03 on a’, k+(x) = 0 on G\Jz’, k-(x) = -1 on U, and 
k-(x) = 0 on Q\9’. 
Our next application is to equations of the form 
Lu - h,u = g(x, u) + h(x), 
where h E L2(Q) and g satisfies the following hypotheses: 
(g-l) Caratheodory’s conditions. 
(g-2) For each Y > 0 there exists a,.(~) EL”(Q) such that 
I A% 41 < %(4, XEQ, Is] <r. 
(23) 
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[g-3) lim s~pi~i+~ g(X, s)/s < 0, uniformly in x: E -0. 
(g-4) There exist two P-functions a(~) 3 0 and 6(r) < 0 such that 
g(x, 4 d 4% x E 52, S>O (24) 
g(x, s) 2 b(r), x E B, s < 0. (25) 
Remark. Condition (g-4) is a stronger restriction on the one-sided growth 
of g than (g-3) is. Indeed, compare (24) and (25) with the following equivalent 
statement of (g-3): given E > 0 there is s0 > 0 and 0 < /3(x) EEL such that 
g(x, s) < ES + /3(x), XEO, s>s, 
g(x, s) > ES - /3(x), XEQ, s < -so. 
Observe however that g is unrestricted from below as s -+ + co. And similarly 
g is unrestricted from above as s --f -co. Finally note that (g-2) implies that 
condition (g-4) is equivalent to the requirement that (24) and (25) hold ordy 
for / s j > some S, . 
THEORER~ 4. Assunze (L-l), (L-2), (L-3), (g-l), (g-2), alum (g-4). Tkea, 
for a given h EL’~, thme exists a distribution solution u E Horn of (23) witk 
g(x, U) andg(x, U)U in L1, provided 
s, h(x) v(x) < - I>, G+(xj v( ) - s,,, G-(x) v(x) (26) 
for all nonxero A,-eigenfunctions v of L, where 
and 
G+(x) = l$J+“j”P A?(% 4 
G-(x) = liE&f g(x, s). 
Remarks. (a) Note that the integrals on the right side of (26) are well defined, 
with values in [-co, co[. Note also that if G-(X) > g(x, S) > G+(X), for all 
x E Q, s E R, then condition (26) with < replaced by < is essentially necessary 
for the existence of a solution u E H,,m of (23) with g(s, ZJ) in L1. Indeed, assuming 
some reguIarity on L and Q (or that 2m > n, and -0 satisfies the cone condition) 
so that any A,-eigenfunction v of L is continuous on G, one deduces from (23) 
that 
and the conclusion follows readily. 
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(b) Theorems 3 and 4 are not deductible one from the other. We next 
give an example where Theorem 3 applies but Theorem 4 does not. Let the 
function f in (1) be given by: 
f(? 4 = c+(4 s + d+(4g+(s), s>o 
= C-(X) s + d-(x) g-(s), S<O 
where 0 3 c+ E L”(Q), d* ALL, g + are continuous withg+(O) = 0, g+(s)s-l -+ 0 
as s --f + co and g-(s)s-l + 0 as s + - CO. Assume also that L in (1) is a second- 
order uniformly strongly elliptic operator with /\r = 0; this implies that the 
XI-eigenfunctions are of the same sign in .Q. Then, assuming that ci # 0 on 
sets of positive measure, we see that Theorem 3 applies to guarantee that 
there exists a distribution solution ZJ E II&,~~ of Lu = f(x, u). We also see that 
Theorem 4 does not apply since condition (g-4) is not verified in this case. 
On the other hand, the next example exhibits a situation where Theorem 4 
applies but Theorem 3 does not. Let the function f in (1) be given by 
f(,E’, 4 = u+w + b+(x) g+(s), s>o 
= -a-(x) - b-(x)g-(s), s<o 
where 0 > a+ ELM, b* EL”(Q), g * are continuous, with g+(O) = 0, g*(s) + 0 
as s -+ *co. Assume also that L in (1) is a second-order uniformly strongly 
elliptic operator with X, = 0. Then, assuming that a*(x) # 0 on sets of positive 
measure, we see that (26) holds, and consequently Theorem 4 applies. We 
also see that K*(x) = 0 and then Theorem 3 does not apply. 
Proof. Let f (x, U) = h,u + g(x, U) + la(x). Such an f satisfies all the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2. So if alternative (i) of Theorem 2 holds, then (23) 
has a distribution solution u E Horn with g(x, U) and g(z, U)U are in L1(Q). To 
complete the proof let us show that (26) implies that alternative (ii) of Theorem 2 
cannot hold. Accordingly suppose by contradiction that (19) holds, which 
implies 
(27) 
The left side of (27) converges to so h(x)v; to evaluate the lim inf of the right 
side of (27) let us break the integral over Q as a sum of six integrals whose 
lim inf’s will be calculated separately. 
(i) s.>o u z  = s,>, . la XT&[-&Y %a) v’n + 44 %I - 1,, X&W %a 
where xla is the characteristic function of the set {un > O}. Since U, = 
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z’,~ 11 u,~~ \lrn + +co in (TJ > 0}, it follows that xn - 1 a.e. in (a > O), and by 
Fatou’s lemma 
lim inf 
s u>. xn[-g(% %J ‘Un + 44 %x1 
2 s w>o l’ 
mr inf x,&[-g(x, u,) zi, + a(X) O,,] 
a-- S,,, lim sup x&(x, n,) nn + ID,, lirn inf X@(X) zIn 
= - s,,, G+(x) $.t’j + j,, 44 ‘L’. 
Next we observe that 
lim 
s 
X&(X) vn = 
s 
u(x) ‘u 
v>o o>o 
and consequently 
lim inf 
s a-- s 
G+(x) +). 
v>0,zr,>0 v>o 
(ii) j o<o, u,<o = jvco Q-g(x, u,) u, + Q-4 4 - 1 d44 % , ” u<o 
where P)~ is the characteristic function of {u, < 01. Since u, = ~1.~ jl ZI, /jm -+ - OD 
in {v < 01, it follows that ya -+ 1 a.e. in -[v < O}. By arguments similar to 
the ones in (i) above we conclude that 
lim inf 
f a-- J- 
G-(r) u(x). 
~<O,U,<O v<o 
(iii) j 
~U>O,U,&<O 
= j - gs,g(x, u,) v, 3 j - 93$(x) % , 
u>o v>o 
where the last integral converges to zero in view of the observation that ~~ + 0 
a.e. in +I > 01. So 
lim inf 
s 
> 0. 
v>o,u,<o 
and by an argument similar to the one in (iii) we get 
lim inf 
s 
> 0. 
v<0,u,>0 
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where the last integral converges to zero since v, + ZI inL2(SZ) and thus ZJ.,~ -+ 0 
in L2({v = 0)). So 
- lim inf 
J 
> 0. 
v=o, lb&O 
and we proceed as in (v). So 
lim inf 
.r 
> 0. 
v=o,u,<o 
Putting together the estimates in (i),..., (vi) above, we get from (27) 
s, 44 4 2 - I>, G+(x) v  - jn<, G-(x) %4 
which contradicts (26). The proof of Theorem 4 is complete. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. Assume (L-l),..., (g-4) as ,in Theorem 4. Then, for any given 
h ELM orthogonal to the A,-eigenspace of L, there exists a distribution solution 
u E Horn of (23), with g(x, u) and g(x, u)u in L1, provided 
G-(x) > 0 > G+(x), XEL? 
Proof. If (26) does not hold, then 
o>-- 
s 
G+v - 
s 
G-v 
v>o D<O 
for some nonzero A,-eigenfunction v of L. But both -G+v and -G-v in the 
above integrals are 20. Consequently G+v = 0 on (21 > 0} and G-v = 0 
on (v < 01, and thus v = 0 a.e. in Sz, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4. Assume (L-l),..., (g-4) as in Theorem 4.. Suppose that 
G+(x) = - co on a subset Q’ of Q, with positive measure. Then, for a given h EL”, 
(23) has a distribution solution u c Han” with g(x, u) and g(x, u)u in L1 provided 
J”Q hv<-1,, G+v - s.,, G-v (28) 
for all twnzero XI-eigenfunctions v < 0 in Sz’. 
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Proof. We claim that (26) holds (f or nil nonzero A,.-eigenfunctions). Suppose 
by contradiction that there is z’ # 0 such that 
s hv > - r? j v>o ~+a - i Gev. * o<o 
Since G, = --co in 9’, (29) implies that z! < 0 in AZ’. Thus (29) would hoid 
for a nonzero A,-eigenfunction v < 0 in sz’, which contradicts (28j. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5. Assume (L-l) ,..., (g-4) as in Theorem 4. Suppose that 
G, = - 00 in the whole of Q. Then, for a given h. EL”, a distribution sahltion 
u E Ho”” of (23), with g(x, u) and g(x, u)u in L1? exists povided 
for all nonzero XI-eigenfunction v < 0 in Q. 
Proof. Special case of Corollary 3. Q.E.D. 
Of course results analogous to Corollaries 4 and 5 hold for G-(.xj = +a 
(instead of G+(x) = -co) on some a’ C Q. 
COROLLARY 6. Assume (L-l),..., (g-4) as in Theorem 4. Suppose also that 
G+ = --co and G- = $-CD in the whole of -0. Then a distribution solzction 
u E Ho” of (23), with g(x, u) and g(x, u)u in L1, exists for all ?z EL”. 
Proof. Direct consequence of Corollary 5. Q.E.D. 
The conclusion of Corollary 6 still holds ‘if G, = --cc, and G- = + co 
on Sz’ C Sz with 1 Sz’ / > 0, provided that the solutions of Lu = X,u enjoy the 
unique continuation property. This follows from (26). 
COROLLARY 7 (Landesmar-Lazer [9]). Suppose (L-l), (L-2), (L-3), and 
(g-l). Assume also that there is c(x) cL2(Q) such that / g(x, s)i < C(N), for all 
s E 88, r E ,Q. Then, fur a given h EL”, Eq. (23) 1. UZ.S a dist&ution solutiolz ZI E Hoi”, 
with g(x, u) andg(x, u)zc in L1, providkd 
j ha < - [ G+v - j G-v 
R - v>o u<o 
fur all rumZero A,-eigenfunctions. 
Proof. It sufices to observe that, under the present hypotheses, conditions 
(g-2), (g-3), and (g-4) follow immediately. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 8. (A nonresonant problem, a reformulation of Theorem 1). 
Assume (L-l), (L-2), (L-3), (g-l), and (g-2). Suppose also that there are E > 0 
and q, > 0 and 0 < P(x) ELM such that 
g(x, 4/s < --E + B(4il s I, XEL?, /sI >so. (32) 
Then (23) has a distribution solution u E H;‘“, with g(x, u) and g(x, u)u in Ll(sZ), 
for each h ELM given. 
Proof. (32) implies (g-4). Moreover G+= -03, G-= +a. So the 
result follows from Corollary 6. Q.E.D. 
Some Examples of Applicatioli of Theorem 4 and Its Corollaries 
(I) Let g(x, s) = (-s)lie, for s < 0 and g(x, sj = -ses, for s > 0. Then 
for each given h EL”, Eq. (23) has a distribution solution u E H,,m, with g(x, u) 
and g(x, U)U in Ll(Q). To see that, just observe that G, = - co and G- = + co. 
All the other conditions of Corollary 6 are readily verified. Let us remark that 
this is a resonant problem since lim,,+, g(x, s)/s = 0. 
(II) Let g(x, s) = -g(x)e”, where g(x) ELM, g(x) > 0, and the set 
Q’ = {x E Q: g(x) > 0} has p osi ive t measure. Then, for a given h ELM, 
there exists a distribution solution 21 E H,“” of Lu - h,u = -g(x)e” + h(x), 
with g(x, U) and g(G , x u u in L1, provided so lzv < 0 for all eigenfunctions v < 0 ) 
in P. To prove this we use Corollary 4. Since G, = --co in a’, G, = 0 
in s\a’, and G- = 0, (30) reduces to so hv < 0. Again observe that this is a 
resonant problem since lim,,-, g(x, s)/s = 0, for x E G, and lim,,,, g(x, s)/s = 
-co, for x E U. This example has been studied in [3] for second-order operators. 
(III) Let g(x, s) = g(x)e-“, where g(x) ELM, g(x) > 0, and let sz’ = {x E Q: 
g(x) > 01. Then, for a given 12 ELM, there exists a distribution solution 
u E H,,m of Lu - &u = g(x)ep”‘+ h(x), with ge-I‘ and ge-l&z1 in L1, provided 
fo ha < 0 for all nonzero h,-eigenfunction v > 0 in .V. Indeed, G+(x) = 0, 
G-(x) = +a on Q’ and 0 on G\!Z, and it suffices to apply Corollary 4 (with 
the roles of G, and G- interchanged). Again this is a resonant problem. 
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